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ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT

Pursuant to Article 1 of the Convention signed in Paris on 14th December 1960, and which came into force on 30th
September 1961, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) shall promote policies designed:

− to achieve the highest sustainable economic growth and employment and a rising standard of living in Member
countries, while maintaining financial stability, and thus to contribute to the development of the world economy;

− to contribute to sound economic expansion in Member as well as non-member countries in the process of economic
development; and

− to contribute to the expansion of world trade on a multilateral, non-discriminatory basis in accordance with
international obligations.

The original Member countries of the OECD are Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece,
Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom
and the United States. The following countries became Members subsequently through accession at the dates indicated hereafter:
Japan (28th April 1964), Finland (28th January 1969), Australia (7th June 1971), New Zealand (29th May 1973), Mexico (18th
May 1994), the Czech Republic (21st December 1995), Hungary (7th May 1996), Poland (22nd November 1996), Korea (12th
December 1996) and the Slovak Republic (14th December 2000). The Commission of the European Communities takes part in the
work of the OECD (Article 13 of the OECD Convention).

NUCLEAR ENERGY AGENCY

The OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) was established on 1st February 1958 under the name of the OEEC
European Nuclear Energy Agency. It received its present designation on 20th April 1972, when Japan became its first
non-European full Member. NEA membership today consists of 27 OECD Member countries: Australia, Austria, Belgium,
Canada, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg,
Mexico, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Republic of Korea, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom and the
United States. The Commission of the European Communities also takes part in the work of the Agency.

The mission of the NEA is:
− to assist its Member countries in maintaining and further developing, through international co-operation, the

scientific, technological and legal bases required for a safe, environmentally friendly and economical use of nuclear
energy for peaceful purposes, as well as

− to provide authoritative assessments and to forge common understandings on key issues, as input to government
decisions on nuclear energy policy and to broader OECD policy analyses in areas such as energy and sustainable
development.

Specific areas of competence of the NEA include safety and regulation of nuclear activities, radioactive waste
management, radiological protection, nuclear science, economic and technical analyses of the nuclear fuel cycle, nuclear law and
liability, and public information. The NEA Data Bank provides nuclear data and computer program services for participating
countries.

In these and related tasks, the NEA works in close collaboration with the International Atomic Energy Agency in
Vienna, with which it has a Co-operation Agreement, as well as with other international organisations in the nuclear field.
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Service, (508)750-8400, 222 Rosewood Drive, Danvers, MA 01923, USA, or CCC Online: http://www.copyright.com/. All other applications for
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COMMITTEE ON THE SAFETY OF NUCLEAR INSTALLATIONS

The NEA Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI) is an international committee made up of
scientists and engineers.  It was set up in 1973 to develop and co-ordinate the activities of the Nuclear Energy Agency
concerning the technical aspects of the design, construction and operation of nuclear installations insofar as they
affect the safety of such installations.  The Committee’s purpose is to foster international co-operation in nuclear
safety amongst the OECD Member countries.

CSNI constitutes a forum for the exchange of  technical information and for collaboration between organisations
which can contribute, from their respective backgrounds in research, development, engineering or regulation, to these
activities and to the definition of its programme of work.  It also reviews the state of knowledge on selected topics of
nuclear safety technology and safety assessment, including operating experience.  It initiates and conducts
programmes identified by these reviews and assessments in order to overcome discrepancies, develop improvements
and reach international consensus in different projects and International Standard Problems, and assists in the
feedback of the results to participating organisations.  Full use is also made of  traditional methods of co-operation,
such as information exchanges, establishment of working groups and organisation of conferences and specialist
meeting.

The greater part of CSNI’s current programme of work is concerned with safety technology of water reactors.  The
principal areas covered are operating experience and the human factor, reactor coolant system behaviour, various
aspects of reactor component integrity, the phenomenology of radioactive releases in reactor accidents and their
confinement, containment performance, risk assessment and severe accidents.  The Committee also studies the safety
of the fuel cycle, conducts periodic surveys of reactor safety research programmes and operates an international
mechanism for exchanging reports on nuclear power plant incidents.

In implementing its programme, CSNI establishes co-operative mechanisms with NEA’s Committee on Nuclear
Regulatory Activities (CNRA), responsible for the activities of the Agency concerning the regulation, licensing and
inspection of nuclear installations with regard to safety.  It also co-operates with NEA’s Committee on Radiation
Protection and Public Health and NEA’s Radioactive Waste Management Committee on matters of common interest.
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FOREWORD

The Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI) of the OECD-NEA co-ordinates the NEA
activities concerning the technical aspects of design, construction and operation of nuclear installations
insofar as they affect the safety of such installations.
The Integrity and Ageing Working Group (IAGE WG) of the CSNI deals with the integrity of structures
and components, and has three sub-groups, dealing with the integrity of metal components and structures,
ageing of concrete structures, and the seismic behaviour of structures. This workshop was proposed by the
sub-group dealing with the seismic behaviour of structures.

Seismic re-evaluation is identified as the process of carrying out a re-assessment of the safety of existing
nuclear facilities for a specified seismic hazard. This may be necessary when no seismic hazard was
considered in the original design of the plant, the relevant codes and regulations have been revised, the
seismic hazard for the site has been re-assessed or there is a need to assess the capacity of the plant for
severe accident conditions and behaviour beyond the design basis. Re-evaluation may also be necessary to
resolve an issue, or to assess the impact of new findings or knowledge.

In 1997, CSNI recognised the increasing importance of seismic re-evaluation for nuclear facilities
throughout the world.  It prepared a status report on seismic Re-evaluation NEA/CSNI/R(98)5 which
summarized the current situation for Member countries of the OECD. The report suggested a number of
areas of the seismic reevaluation process, which could be considered in the future. In May 2000, the
seismic sub-group reviewed these suggestions and determined that it was timely to address progress on this
topic through this workshop. The workshop focused on methods and acceptance criteria and, on
countermeasures and strengthening of plant.

The workshop had 2 technical sessions listed below devoted to presentations, and a 3rd session devoted to
a discussion of the material presented and to the formulation of workshop conclusions to update
conclusions of the 1998 report.
Session 1

- Methods and acceptance criteria
- Benefits and disadvantages of the various methods of re-evaluation (Seismic PSA, Margins,

 deterministic, databases, tests …) in particular circumstances
- Role and scope of the peer review process
- Definition of the scope of the plant to be selected for  the re-evaluation process
- Differences between re-evaluation and design criteria

Session 2
- Countermeasures/strengthening
- Civil engineering structures
- Post earthquake procedures and measures
- Strategies and priorities
- Recent innovation or research outputs

In the area of the seismic behaviour of structures, the CSNI is currently preparing among others a
workshop on relations between seismological data and seismic engineering analysis to evaluate
uncertainties and margins through a better description of real ground motion spectrum as opposed to a
ground response design. Short reports on "lessons learned from high magnitudes earthquakes with respect
to nuclear codes and standards" are under preparation and will cover several recent earthquakes.
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Seismic reports issued by the group since 1996 are:

− NEA/CSNI/R(1996)10 Seismic shear wall ISP: NUPEC's seismic ultimate dynamic response

test: comparison report, 1996. also referenced as: OCDE/GD(96)188

− NEA/CSNI/R(1996)11 Report of the task group on the seismic behaviour of structures: status

report, 1997. also referenced as: OCDE/GD(96)189

− NEA/CSNI/R(1998)5 Status report on seismic re-evaluation, 1998.

− NEA/CSNI/R(1999)28 Proceedings of the OECD/NEA Workshop on Seismic Risk, CSNI

PWG3 and PWG5, Tokyo, Japan 10-12 August 1999.

− NEA/CSNI/R(2000)2/VOL1 Proceedings of the OECD/NEA Workshop on the "Engineering

Characterisation of Seismic Input, BNL, USA 15-17 November 1999 -

− NEA/CSNI/R(2000)2/VOL2 Proceedings of the OECD/NEA Workshop on the "Engineering

Characterisation of Seismic Input, BNL, USA 15-17 November 1999

The complete list of CSNI reports, and the text of reports from 1993 onwards, is available on
http://www.nea.fr/html/nsd/docs/
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SEISMIC UPGRADING OF WWER 440 AND WWER 1000
PRIMARY COOLANT LOOPS

BY MEANS OF VISCOUS DAMPERS GERB

L. Pecínka, Nuclear Research Institute Rež plc, Czech Repulic

P. Macák, M. Tanzer, ŠKODA Nuclear Machinery, Plzen, Czech Republic

Vl. Zeman, J. Štych, University of Westbohemia in Pilsen

1) INTRODUCTION

Nuclear power plants (NPPs), with Russian type of PWR-WWER 440, Models 230 and 213 are designed
with six primary loops and six horizontal steam generators (SGs), see Fig. 1. The SGs are hinged on the
ceiling of hermetic zone as pendulum, see Fig. 2. Due to this fact the first shape mode is so called
“pendulum” mode with frequency approximately 1 Hz. In the case of strong motion earthquake the
pendulum mode induces very high bending stresses on the reactor pressure vessel nozzles.

In order to eliminate this effect the primary loop is restrained with GERB viscous dampers which are
linked to the SG (Fig. 3), to the legs of main circulation pumps (MCP, Fig. 4) and bodies of motor operated
isolation valves (MOIV, Fig. 5).

NPP’s with WWER 1000 Model 320 represents third generation of Russian PWRs. They are designed also
with horizontal SGs but in contradiction to the WWER 440 Models 230 and 213 the lower supports of SGs
are located on the two rows of horizontal cylinders which made free thermal expansions in horizontal plane
x, y (see Fig. 22).
The same principle is applied to main circulation pump supports.

The layout of primary circuit is illustrated in Fig. 6, linking of viscous dampers can be seen in Fig. 7.

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF VISCODAMPERS GERB

The typical GERB viscous damper is illustrated in Fig. 8 and consist of outer cylinder (damper housing),
piston, high-viscous liquid, protective sleeve and simple indicator of piston position.  The dampers are
sealles. The piston motion in the liquid is possible in all three, x, y, z directions , the impact is possible only
between the piston and the wall of the outer cylinder. For the application in NPPs exist only one limitation:
all GERBs must be installed in the vertical position as illustrated in Fig. 8.
GERBs clearly behave as viscouelastic elements, not struts and their use in design must account for this.
Analysis would be more simple if the dampers behaved as a Voigt element (see Fig. 9), which is familiar
spring and dashpot in parallel. However test have shown that GERBs are better represented by either
Maxwell element (spring and dashpot in serie, see Fig. 10) or three/four parameter models (Poynting-
Thomson model, see Fig. 11/Burgers model, see Fig. 12). Specific feature of viscodampers is that
equivalent stiffnesses k and damping values b are size and frequency dependent as shown in Figs. 13 and
14 for horizontal directions x, y of excitation. Similar curves exist also for vertical direction z.
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EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF VISCODAMPERS EFFECIENCY

NPP Mochovce – WWER 440 Model 213

In order to verify the efficiency of installed viscodampers a set of unique dynamic experiments have been
performed on the loop No 2 of NPP Mochovce Unit No 1 (Slovak Republic). The viscodampers are linked
to the SG, to the body of main circulation pumps and to the nozzles of motor operated isolation valves (see
Fig. 15) and during experiments have been both coupled and uncoupled.

Fig. 16 shown positions and polarity of temporary installed sensors (accelerometers).             22 locations
have been selected, see positions 30 ÷ 51. Each direction of measurement is marked with the arrow which
represent independent sensor and the direction represents resulting polarity of measured signal. The
locations and  directions of excitation are shown in Fig. 17. Excitation have been realised in the form of
sine sweeps with velocity 0.5 oct/min.

Obtained results [1] are shown in Table 1 and Figs. 18 – 22. Note, that in this case mode shapes are similar
for both coupled and uncoupled GERBs but significant differencies are in modal damping values.

Coupled GERBs Uncoupled GERBsNo Description of mode shape
f [Hz] D [%] f [Hz] D [%]

Fig.

1 Pendulum mode of SG 2.22 23.4 1.5 7.4 18
2 Rotation of SG along vertical axis 4.96 10.1 2.23 6.1 19
3 Vibration of SG in the radial

direction against RPV
6.21 12.3 3.81 4.5 10

4 Rocking mode of MCP in the radial
direction against RPV

6.83 7.1 5.39 2.3 21

5 Vertical vibrations of SG 8.76 4.7 8.51 1.5 22
6 Horizontal vibrations of cold leg 9.43 6.8 8.8 2.7 -
7 Vertical vibrations of hot leg 11.2 4.3 11.3 2.7 -
8 Horizontal vibrations of hot leg,

MOIV out of phase
17.83 2.8 14.00 1.5 -

9 Vertical vibrations of hot leg 18.39 2.6 16.93 2.0 -
10 Rocking of cross-over leg 18.68 2.7 18.68 2.4 -

Table 1: comparison of excited natural frequencies and related damping values both for
coupled and uncoupled GERBs
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NPP Temelin – WWER 1000 Model 320

Similar tests as in NPP Mochovce have been performed in NPP Temelin, Unit No 1 during hot pre-
operational tests. Principal schema is illustrated in Fig. 23. Exciting force have been induced as snap-back
or impact test, while sine sweeps were used in NPP Mochovce.

Snap-back excitation have been applied as shown in Table 2 and Fig. 23.

Component/Force Direction of driving force
SG/F1 longitudinal axis (LA)
SG/F2 perpendicular to LA in horizontal plane

MCP/F4 perpendicular to LA of delivery piping
HL/F5 perpendicular to LA in horizontal plane

COL/F7 perpendicular to LA of horizontal part in horizontal plane
CL/F8 perpendicular to LA in horizontal plane
CL/F9 perpendicular to LA in vertical plane

Table 2: selected locations for snap-back test

Snap-back type of excitation have been applied on each location with two different displacements and
repeated at minimum three-times. Two different operation modes have been selected: the cold one with
uncoupled the viscous dampers and hot one with coupled (functionable) the viscous dampers.

Impulse type of excitation have been applied only for purposes of piping modal tests. For the evaluation of
recorded experimental data the “single input – multiple output system” methodology have been used [2, 3].
Obtained results are shown in Table 3.

Coupled GERBs Uncoupled GERBsNo Description of mode shape
f [Hz] D [%] f [Hz] D [%]

1 Horizontal vibration of SG, hot leg and cold
leg in phase

4.62 12.0 1.98 10.0

2 Horizontal vibration of SG, hot leg and cold
leg out of phase

6.93 11.4 4.29 5.8

3 Rotation of SG along vertical axis 8.25 13.0 6.93 3.4
4 Rocking mode of MCP 8.58 - 5.94 16.4
5 Vibration of pressurizer piping 10.9 3.4 10.9 1.8
6 Horizontal vibration of cold leg 14.2 3.8 13.5 3.4
7 Vertical vibration of MCP’s and RPV 14.5 4.4 14.2 4.6
8 Pendulum mode of RPV and RPV internals 22.4 - 21.5 -
9 Torsional mode of RPV and RPV internals 29.7 - 29.0 -

Table 3: comparison of excited natural frequencies and related damping values both for
coupled and uncoupled GERBs
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PRINCIPLES OF SPECIFIC MODIFICATION OF RESPONSE SPECTRUM METHOD

The equation of motion of a piping system with seismic excitation and installed viscous dampers takes well
known form

∑
=
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Due to rheological behaviour of the viscous dampers the damping and stiffness matrices in equation (1) are
frequency dependent and takes the form
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where ( ) 1
0 2 −− Ω= VVB ννDdiagT  is matrix of proportional damping of piping without viscous

dampers. Development of frequency dependent matrices ( )ωB  and ( )ωK  is described in [4], general
theory of specific modification of response spectrum method is published in Proceedings of ASME PVP
Conference 2000 [5].

For each direction of seismic excitation the following relation is valid
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Note, that equation (3) takes for system with proportional damping the form
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where νΩ  are eigenfrequencies, νD  modal damping and [ ]jiv ,=νv  are eigenvectors of related
conservative system.
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After comparing of both equations (3) and (5) the difference between standard response spectrum method
and specific modification of response spectrum method for systems with non-classical damping is evident.

The above mentioned theory is presented on the numerical example. The seismic response of reactor
coolant loop of WWER 1000 Model 320 (Fig. 6) have been calculated. Developed mathematical model is
illustrated in Fig. 24. Number of nodes means

- 1 ÷ 8 hot leg
- 8 ÷ 10 steam generator
- 10 ÷ 21cross-over leg
- 21 ÷ 26main circulation pump with electrical motor
- 26 ÷ 32cold leg.

Following cases have been analysed
- proportional damped system (Dν = 0.02) without GERBs, denoted as PD
- system denoted as PDG with proportional damping Dν = 0.02, 0.05 and 0.1, viscous dampers are

modelled only as oprings with pseudostiffnesses k (ω),           b (ω) = 0
- system with non-classical damping, denoted as VKG (Voigt-Kelvin model (Fig. 9) is applied)
- system with non-classical damping, denoted as MG (Maxwell model (Fig. 10) is applied).

Results are illustrated in Fig. 25.
It is evident that three typical features must be comment
- significant differencies in displacements of PG and VKG or MG models. It means that

installation of viscous dampers GERB is very effective
- the decreasing of response result from very high values of damping
- detail analysis of calculated eigenfrequencies and related modal damping values confirm results

of performed experiments (Tables 1, 2), i.e. installation of viscous dampers significantly
increases eigenfrequemcies and damping coefficients only for lowest mode shapes
approximately up to 10 Hz.

CONCLUSIONS

The viscous dampers GERB are used for seismic upgrading for safety related pipings of NPPs with
WWER 440 Models 230 and 213 and WWER 1000 Model 230 operated in Czech Republic, Slovak
Republic and Hungary. Efficiency of upgrading have been experimentally verified and the specific
modification of response spectrum method have been developed for purposes of the numerical analyses.
The main reason is the rheological behaviour of the viscodampers.

The main advantages of viscous dampers are following in comparison with mechanical or hydraulic
snubbers

- very simply design
- no problems with maintenance
- significant decreasing of seismic response
- thermal expansions are not restricted.

The following restrictions must be taken into account in the case of their application
- the working temperature of viscous fluid must fulfil manufacturer requirements (60°)
- the effectivity of viscodampers is limited on the frequency band from 1 Hz to      10 Hz
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- nearly zero effectivity in the case of flow-induced vibrations.
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Fig. 1: Layout of the WWER 440 Model 230
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Fig. 2: Side view on the SG
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Fig. 3: GERB on the SG
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Fig. 4: GERB on the leg of MCP
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Fig. 5: GERB on the MOIV
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Fig. 6
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Fig. 7
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Fig. 8
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   Fig. 9: Maxwell element   Fig. 10: Voigt-Kelvin element

Fig. 11: Poynting-Thomson element Fig. 12: Burgers element
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Fig. 13: Equivalent pseudostiffness, horizontal direction
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Fig. 14: Damping coefficient, horizontal direction

Fig. 15
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Fig. 16
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Fig. 17: Locations of excitation
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Fig. 18: First mode shape
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Fig. 19: Second mode shape
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Fig. 20: Third mode shape
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Fig. 21: Fourth mode shape
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Fig. 22: Fifth mode shape
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Fig. 23: Allocation of sensors and exciting forces
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Fig. 24

Fig. 25a

   Fig. 25b       Fig. 25c
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Seismic Hazard Re-evaluation for Armenian NPP Site

S. Balassanian, A. Avanessian, V. Arzumanyan, E. Gevorgian

National Survey for Seismic Protection, Government of the Republic of Armenia
Davidashen Massiv IV, Yerevan, 375054, Republic of Armenia
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1. Introduction

Armenia is located within the Arabian-Eurasian plates collision (Fig. 1).
Strong earthquakes (M≥7) were known here since 20th Millenium BP. The last one of these and  the most
destructive, the Spitak earthquake of 7 December 1988 (M=7.0) urged to re-evaluate the Earthquake
hazard in Armenia. The main work in this field was accomplished by National Survey for Seismic
Protection (NSSP), under the Government of RA within the framework of National and many international
programs, in particular GSHAP (1992 - 1999) [1].

Seismic hazard area for ANPP 
and adjacent territory
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Fig.1 Arabian-Eurasian plates collision (active faults)
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The Armenian NPP, originally designed in1969 to withstand seismic loads, is located in the
southwest of Armenia (Fig. 2) at a distance of 28 km from the Yerevan city, capital of the Republic with
1,3 million population, 4 km from the Metsamor village with 12000 inhabitans and 16 km north of the
Araks river.

The Armenian NPP has two units of 408 MW (gross capacity) each. Both of them are VVER 440-

270 Soviet type reactors, which is a version of the VVER 440-230 model. The units 1 and 2 came into
commercial operation on December 1976 and January 1980, respectively.

During the overall operation time the earthquake hazard for NPP site was revised several times:
- original site seismic intensity equaled to 7 ball on the MSK-64 scale (0.10g)
- following 1977 Vrancea (Romania) earthquake, re-evaluated site seismic intensity amounted  8

ball (0.2g)
- following 1988 Spitak (Armenia) earthquake, the seismic hazard was re-evaluated, using the

deterministic approach: peak ground accelerations (pga) of 0.21g and 0.35g were obtained for
two different  fractile values 50 and 84 percentile respectively.

The last seismic hazard assessment for the Armenian NPP site was carried out on the basis of
seismotectonic model developed by Armenian NSSP (Fig. 3) in 1994 [2]. According to that model the
nearest two faults to the NPP site are – well-exposed Araks active fault and Yerevan buried deep fault,
activity of which at least in holozone was not revealed. Another remarkable peculiarity is the areal zone of
the earthquakes’ epicenters diffusive distribution (Mmax = 5.5) in the radius of 10 km from the NPP and the
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source of the strongest among near-located earthquakes - the Garni earthquake source  (M = 7.3) at the
distance of 44 km from NPP site.

Fig.3 Regional seismotectonic model of the Armenian NPP site
(compiled by A. Karakhanyan, A. Arakelyan et. al., Armenian NSSP, 1994)
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Within the framework of national program for seismic hazard assessment in Armenia the
investigations at the NPP site by NSSP after 1994 were continued. As a result the new geological data
related to possible active raptures in the radius of 100 km from NPP were obtained (Fig. 4); on the basis of
local telemetric network installed in the radius of 30 km around NPP by financial support of IAEA, the
weak seismicity of this zone was studied (Fig. 5); by the GPS monitoring executed within the framework
of NASA-MIT-NSSP joint research (Fig. 6) [3] the stress field distribution were estimated; the new data on
the historical seismicity were obtained [4]. Simultaneously on the basis of newest strong motion recordings
received by digital accelerographs  (SMACH-1, 2), within the framework of Swiss-Seismological Service
(SED) – Armenian NSSP cooperation, the new attenuation model of seismic waves  for Armenia was
developed.

Beside the above mentioned, the influence of various geotechnical factors upon ground response spectra
at the NPP site was studied.

a)

b)
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2. The new seismotectonic model at the Armenian NPP site

On the basis of obtained data a new seismotectonic model for the Armenian NPP site was developed by
Armenian NSSP (Fig.7).

Comparison of the models shown in the Figure 7 and Figure 3 revealed their differences.
In particular, in north-east direction from Yerevan deep fault, at the distance of 25 - 30 km from

NPP, recent ruptures were clearly defined (Fig 4a,b). Additional studies are required for more precise
definition of the rate and the time of their activity, as well as detailed tracing of their extension and the
seismic potential.

Another important difference is the stress field distribution on NPP site. Figure 7 reveals that in the
radius of 100 km from NPP were singled out zones of high gradient horizontal (by GPS data) and vertical
(high-precision leveling data) movements, which coincide with marked out faults, one of which with north-
east extension (Sevan-Araks fault) is a new one.
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Based on the directions of relative movements of the crust, in the zones of high horizontal and
vertical gradients, as shown on Figure.7 the conclusion about the clockwise screwing rotation of the block
limited by these zones can be made. It means that biggest stress concentration should be observed in the
corners of the block, one of which in the north is connected to the seismogenic  ruptures of the sources of
Spitak strong earthquakes, the other in the north-west is defined as junction of the sources of the Garni -
Dvin strong earthquakes, located at the distance of 45 – 60 km from NPP.

Taking into account that high gradient movement zones of the crust, which are under highest stress,
at certain time can be transformed into active ruptures with strong earthquake, these zones may be
considered as temporary sources of potential sesimic hazard. The zones of the temporary potential
seismic hazard are defined as “dynamic” component of seismic hazard unlike “static” component, which
is linked to permanently existing active ruptures - the sources of permanent seismic hazard.

It is seen on Figure7, that the most hazardous for NPP is the extension zone, located at the distance
of 15 km to the north from the plant, adjacent to Yerevan deep fault, and extended to Garni source of
strong earthquake  (7.0 ≤ Mmax ≤ 7.5) [5]. The present seismic activity of this zone is well demonstrated by
weak seismicity registered by local telemetric seismic network, mounted around NPP (Fig.5). Another
distinguishing features of the new seismotectonic model are the reconsidered magnitudes and coordinates
of the sources of historical earthquakes, which have no essential impact on the seismic hazard at the NPP
site.

Fig. 6 Expanded view of the GPS velocities for eastern Turkey and the Caucasus and their 95%
confidence ellipses in a Eurasia-fixed reference frame superimposed on a map of active faults from

Avanessian and Balassanian [1998]

3. The new attenuation model of ground motion for Armenia and adjacent area

Attenuation relationships play a vital role in earthquake hazard analysis and seismic design of
structures. In recent years a large number of investigations were carried out in this field and many regional
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relationships between earthquake, magnitude, source-station distance, local site conditions and ground
motion parameters such as peak acceleration, spectral acceleration or duration of ground motion have been
derived. Most of these studies used acceleration time histories to calibrate the empirical attenuation
relationships.

Based on the acceleration time histories recorded between June 1990 and September 1998 with the
permanent and temporary digital strong-motion network in the Caucasus and adjacent area (Fig. 8), 84
corrected horizontal acceleration time histories and response spectra from 26 earthquakes with magnitudes
between 4.0 and 7.1 were selected and compiled into a new data-set.

The relationship adopted in this study, suggested by Ambraseys and Bommer (6), is given by:

ε⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅+= pRdRcMbaY loglog , (1)

22 hDR +=
where: Y -  maximum absolute acceleration response in cm/sec2 (SA, larger horizontal) for 5%

      critical damping ;
M - surface-wave magnitude;
D - hypocentral-distance (km);

p -  0 for 50-percentile values, 1 for 84-percentile values.
The attenuation model was derived by constraining the coefficient for geometric attenuation c=–1.0,

which corresponds to a spherical model of energy spreading.
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1.1.1.1.1.1.1. 
Fig.7. The new seismotectonic model of the Armenian NPP site
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The calculation of the correlation coefficients (a, b, c, d, h) and the residual root mean square ?  of (1)
was performed with the well known Joyner and Boore [7] two step regression model. This method allows a
de-coupling of the determination of the magnitude dependence from the determination of the distance
dependence of the attenuation of ground motion. Using the larger horizontal component for spectra of the
selected acceleration time histories, the values were obtained for the coefficients of (1) at different
frequencies [8].

The resulting equation for larger horizontal values of peak horizontal accelerations is:
log PHA = 0.72+0.44 ⋅ M - logR - 0.00231⋅ R + 0.28 ⋅ p,

22 5.4+= DR
where:  PHA - peak horizontal acceleration (cm/sec2);

M -  surface-wave magnitude;
D - hypocentral-distance (km);
p - 0 for 50-percentile values; 1 for 84-percentile values.

Fig. 8.  Location of permanent strong motion stations and structure-releated  accelerograph arrays in the
Caucasus and adjacent area

It is important to bear in mind that the models represent a best fit of the selected data-set, and
therefore represent mean values about which there is a considerable scatter. In the case of the attenuation
model for the larger horizontal value of peak horizontal acceleration the predicted mean plus one standard

(2)
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deviation is equal to 1.91 times the mean value. The scatter of the PHA-models is the same as similar
models for Europe [9] and Western North-America [7] (Fig. 9).

The comparison of the attenuation relationships for peak horizontal acceleration with similar relations
for other areas shows a good agreement with the models from Western North-America.

Thus, the digital strong-motion network in the Caucasus area, which was installed in 1990, may record
the strong ground motion from earthquakes in the Armenian upland and Javakheti area. Events as small as
magnitude 2.5-3.0 are expected to be recorded at the nearest portion of this network. Thus the
accelerograph network is recording both major and lesser seismic events and is benefiting both engineers
and seismologists in their seismic hazard reduction programs. The 669 acceleration time histories and all
future time histories, which were or will be recorded by the permanent network and several temporary
networks, are contributing towards answering many questions such as spectral attenuation of strong ground
motion, site characteristics of strong ground shaking.

Fig. 9. Comparison of European and Western-North American models for peak horizontal
acceleration with corresponding model for the Caucasus and adjacent area. The solid lines represent
the mean-values whereas the dotted lines mark the upper and lower bond (36- and 84-percentile of

the models)

The empirical attenuation relationships for maximum absolute acceleration spectra at 5% critical
damping and peak acceleration both for larger horizontal ground motion on alluvium in the Caucasus and
adjacent area are considered to be valid for hypocentral-distances 4km<D<230km and surface-wave
magnitudes 4<M<7. The predicted ground motion values are in good accordance with corresponding
models from Western North-America. Due to the complex structure of the Caucasus the scatter and
absorption of ground motion is somewhat higher than in European areas and hence the ground motion in
the Caucasus attenuates faster.

The variability of the models may be improved by increasing the volume of input data, especially
with ground motion data in the near-field of the earthquake sources. Furthermore all seismological- and
geological-parameters (local site conditions) have to be completed and uniformly measured and the
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number of variables of the attenuation models should be increased, considering the source effects
especially in the near-field and the influence of the local site to strong ground motion. However, such an
extension of the independent parameters of the attenuation models requires a fundamental knowledge of
the source mechanism of the earthquakes and the dynamic behavior of the local sites of all accelerograph
stations.

4. Various geotechnical features capable of affecting the ground response spectra at NPP site.

In Figure 10 the adopted ground response spectrum at ANPP (NUREG-0098 50th percentile rock
spectrum for PHA=0.35g and 5% damping) is shown in comparison with ground response spectrum of
Spitak earthquake of December 7, 1988 (M = 7.0, Armenia). For the latter the seismogram of Spitak
earthquake recorded at the third layer level of the NPP site and converted into accelerogram was used (Fig.
11).

It is seen (Fig. 10), that ground response spectrum for 5% damping calculated via  accelerogram (x-
component) is in good accordance with the accepted ground response spectrum at ANPP site, and this is
stated for the spectrum interval T = 0.15 – 0.4s, where are the dominant periods of free oscillations of the
nuclear facilities.

As factors capable of affecting the ground response spectrum (soil effect) at ANPP site, the various
possible cases for shear waves propagation velocities in multi-layered medium under the ANPP site and
different possible ratios of the second and third layers thickness, made up of composite volcanic materials,
were considered.
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Fig. 10  Response spectra for ANPP-site:
1 - NUREG-0098 50th percentile rock spectrum for PHA=0.35g

(for 5% damping)
2 - Initial accelerogram (Spitak, 7.12.1988)
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b)

Fig. 11. Displacement and acceleration time series at ANPP site
(Spitak earthquake, M=7.0, 7.12.1988)

a) Digitized  Spitak  seismogram recorded at ANPP site (X comp.)
b) Initial  accelerogram obtained from ANPP seismogram (X comp.)

For soil effect studies the geological medium, in which the shear wave Vs is propagating from the
oscillation source, was modeled as N = 5 horizontal layers placed on the bed – rock half space (Fig. 12).
Therewith the 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 layers are respectively: artificial embankment of terrace-pebble deposits,
slugging loose slag breccia of the olivine andesite – basalts; olivine andesite – basalts; slagging loose slag
breccia of the olivine andesite – basalts, andesites. Each layer is characterized by the thickness (h), mass
density (ρ), shear modulus (G) and damping factor (β).

Considering that the seismic wave is described by the equation:

ρ
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∂

∂
∂
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∂
∂ ∂
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 is solved, using boundary conditions. As a result

the acceleration on free surface and then on the boundary between layers were obtained.  In calculations

V
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ρ

was used.
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Fig. 12. Geotechnical characteristics of the ANPP site.

Using this approach and taking into account that the set of differential equations with respective boundary
conditions were correct for the wave propagation from top to bottom and also from bottom to top, and

using SHAKE 91 software [10], the direct and inverse geotechnical tasks were solved.
As it is seen from Figure 12 the body of the reactor was placed on the third layer level whereas the

ANPP basement was placed on the second layer level. The upper layer 1 in accordance with relation

T
h

Vo
s

=
4

 
has the ground dominant oscillation period To=0.066.

In solving the direct geotechnical task the initial accelerogram was delivered to free surface of the
third layers and ground response for 3, 4 and 5 layers was calculated in the form of acceleration time series
on layers boundaries (Fig. 13). In the reverse task the ground response from fifth to first layer was
calculated whereas the 3rd layer was considered not as a free surface but as an intermediate layer.

The reverse task was solved for:
- five layers geological pattern with free surface on the first, second and third layers and three

layered pattern with free surface on the first layer in different possible (according to Seismic
Code of RA II-2.02.94) velocity range (Vmax, Vmin, Vav, Vmeas.) for each layer;

- five layered geological pattern with free surface on the first and the second layers under different
thickness of the second layer.

In the ground response analysis the following characteristics were considered:
- peak accelerations Amax on free surface and on the layers’ boundaries;
- acceleration amplitudes spectral distribution (Fourier spectra) SF(T) for each layer;
- period To, when maximal spectral amplitude of Fourier spectrum SFmax was observed;
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- maximal values of normalized response spectrum by 5% damping Amax and dominant period of
response spectrum To;

- transfer function (or amplification function) on the frequency between two layers;
The transfer function Sn,m between the accelerations at level n and m is defined by

S
S
Sn m

Fn

Fm
, ( )

( )
( )

ϖ
ϖ
ϖ

= ,       (4)

where ω = 1/T – oscillation frequency.
The frequency ωo (period To), when maximum amplification function is observed represents the

frequency of ground resonance. Amplification function could have more that one maximum. Usually one
strongly marked maximum for narrow spectra is observed.

The ground response spectrum analysis indicates that the strong amplification in response spectra
is possible in case of the lowest possible (VS min) shear wave propagation velocities (Fig. 14) and in case of
growing of the second layer’s thickness represented by slaggy breccia of andesite - basalts (Fig. 15). But
the mentioned conditions, influencing the ground response spectrum, cause noticeable amplification only
in short range, i.e. less than 0.14s, and therefore, do not change ground response spectrum at the ANPP site
in the range of 0.14≤T≤0.4s, specified for free oscillation periods of the ANPP facilities.

5. Conclusion

1. The most hazardous zone for the ANPP site could be the adjacent to Yerevan deep fault  extension
zone located at 15km to the north from the plant and extending up to Garni source of strong
earthquakes ( 7.0≤Mmax≤7.5).  During 1994–2000 special observations on weak seismicity at the ANPP
site, it was revealed that the extension zone is characterized by relatively high frequency of weak
seismic events with M≤3.0, which occur much more frequently in the eastern part of extension zone
coinciding with Dvin-Garni junction of the strong earthquakes sources.  To the north from the revealed
extension zone at the distance of 20–25km the fragments of recent ruptures extending along Yerevan
deep fault were found.

2. Based upon  crust movement directions determined by GPS, the rotation of the active block adjacent to
ANPP is observed. It means that the maximal stresses must be expected in the active block’s angles,
one of which coincides with Dvin–Garni junction of the strong earthquakes sources located at the
distance of 44km from the ANPP site.
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3. The new attenuation model of strong ground motion developed for Armenia and adjacent regions is in
good accordance with Boor-Joyner model for North-West America.

4. The investigations of the different geotechnical conditions affecting the ground response spectrum
disclose some dangerous change in 0.1-0.14s range only in the case when the velocity Vs=Vs min in all
layers. In other cases the changes of ground response spectrum concern the short period range, that is
less than 0.1s and therefore do not change the ground response spectrum at the ANPP site for
0.1s≤T≤0.4s range specific to periods of free oscillations of the ANPP facilities.

5. The further seismic hazard re-evaluation for the ANPP is needed. At first it is necessary to get an
answer to an essential question – are the crust’s high stress zones hazardous or not. And if yes, how
they should be taken into accout in seismic hazard assessment (SHA). Second, it is necessary to
continue the detailed studies of the recent ruptures revealed in north-east direction from the ANPP.
Third, the geotechnical conditions of the ANPP site and their influence on ground response spectrum
need further studies.

6. To our opinion, the temporary sources of the potential seismic hazard, which are defined as crust stress
high gradient zones, are of paramount importance for SHA, including at the NPP sites. In this
consideration the SHA consists of the two components, i.e. static, related to permanently existing
active faults and known earthquake sources, and dynamic, related to high stress field gradient zones.
As one of the possible ways for SHA dynamic component calculation could be well known
probabilistic SHA algorithm, were instead of permanently existing active faults and known earthquake
sources the high gradient stress field zones could be used.
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Seismic Hazard of the Korean NPP Sites: Recent Innovation in the R&D
and Hazard Result

Jeong-Moon, Seo (Korea Atomic Energy Research Ins.)
Kwan-Hee, Yun (Korea Electric Power Research Ins.)

Sung-Kyu, Lee (Korea Institute of Nuclear Safety)

Abstract
Intensive researches in seismology and earthquake engineering are ongoing in Korea since the mid 1990s.
This paper summarizes recent R&D results regarding the improvement of earthquake catalog, seismicity
and tectonics, ground motion, and PSHA methodology. The effect of the R&D results on the seismic
hazard was studied for the Ulchin NPP site. Results showed much improvement in the seismic hazard.

1. Introduction
  The Korean peninsular is located in the Eurasia plate seismo-tectonically, and shows sporadic and
irregular distribution of earthquake activity. The earthquake catalog with time span of approximately 2000
years shows a small number of large earthquakes.
  Researches on the PSHA in Korea have been performed for the design and PSA of the nuclear power
plants since early 1980s [1, 2, 3]. Using the experiences in nuclear industry, the seismic hazard maps were
developed for the design of industrial facilities in 1997 [4]. In determining the OBE and SSE for the
Korean nuclear power plants, the deterministic method required by the US Code has been used so far.
However, this method raised several problems. For example, it was almost impossible to get a consensus
for the maximum possible earthquake size among seismologists. The PSHA method was introduced to
resolve the problems and was improved together with the inputs supported by researches. However, result
of the PSHA in Korea revealed other problems, i.e., the high recurrence rates of big earthquakes and much
uncertainties. Judging from the past extensive experiences, the reasons were inferred as: firstly, the gap of
the opinion among experts was wide due to the lack of reliable data; secondly, seismological experts were
quite limited and they showed large variance in their knowledge.
  To resolve the above mentioned problems by re-examining the up-to-now seismic research output in the
Korean peninsula, we have divided the PSHA activity into four different tasks. Phase 1 activities were
completed in 1998 and some significant research results were obtained. Phase 2 research is ongoing and
will extend to Phase 3 (2003-2005).
  This paper describes the recent R&D activities and results for the PSHA in Korea. Also, the effects these
on the PSHA were studied by comparing the PSHA results for the Ulchin Unit 3&4 and Unit 5&6 nuclear
power plants which are in operation and under construction, respectively. The PSHA of the Units 5&6
reflect recent research results. However, the PSHA for the Ulchin Units 3&4 was performed in the early
1990s with old methods and inputs.

2. R&D Activities and Improvements
  R&D activities related with PSHA are categorized into four tasks as shown in Table 1. Each task contains
activities either completed or ongoing. Major results of each task are described in the following.

2.1 Improvement of Earthquake Catalog for PSHA
  The Korean earthquake catalog covers historical events occurred from the year 2 to 1904 and instrumental
records monitored since 1905. The number of historical earthquakes greater than MMI VI are about fifty
and of the instrumental inland events greater than magnitude 5 are about six.
  Experimental studies have been done to quantitatively estimate the destructive historical earthquakes
since the uncertainty was large in the intensity estimation among experts. Examples of damage description
of the destructive historical earthquake are as follows.
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 -ground was shaken, houses collapsed and about 100 people died
 -an earthquake occurred in 24 towns, castle walls collapsed and passengers fell down
  Two ancient wooden house models were tested for rock and soil site condition, respectively. Figure 1
shows a test scene for a 1/4 scale model [6-8]. The size of a model is 2.4 m (l) x 0.9 m (w) x 0.75 m (h).
The time histories of the Nahanni earthquake (1985) and El Centro earthquake (1979) were input as for
rock and soil condition, respectively. Tests revealed that the ancient house collapsed at 0.25g at soil site
and severely damaged at 0.6g at rock site condition. In addition, numerical analyses were performed for
thirty artificial earthquakes which were generated taking into account the magnitude, epicentral distance,
and ground condition. Aging of a house was also considered in the analysis. The intensity of an earthquake
regarding house collapse was estimated to be MMI VIII.
  Tests on two different types of ancient castle wall have been tested [9]. Figure 2 shows a test scene for a
full scale model. The size of a model is 2.8 m (l) x 0.8 m (w) x 1.2 m (h). Time histories of the El Centro
and the Kobe Earthquake were used as input motions. The castle wall collapsed at approximately 0.3g-
0.4g.
  Behavior of a full scale pagoda model under earthquake was studied [10], as shown in Figure 3. This test
simulated the damage state of the 1936 Ssanggyesa Earthquake where the top part of a pagoda, located at
the epicenter, fell down. The El Centro Earthquake time history was input to the test. The peak ground
acceleration of the 1936 Ssanggyesa Earthquake, which was considered the largest event in the 20th
century, was estimated to about 0.2g.

2.2 Evaluation of Seismicity and Tectonics of the Korea Region
  The Kori and Wolsong nuclear power plant sites are located approximately 20 km away from the
Yangsan Fault systems (Figure 4). A few seismologists have raised the issue since early 1970s that the
Yangsan Fault systems are active. An integrated research for identifying the activity of the Yangsan Fault
systems was performed in 1995 for three years [11]. Geological surveys, trench surveys, and geophysical
prospecting for more than thirty areas were done in this study.
  The absolute age datings were performed on several Quaternary faults in the Yangsan Fault systems. It
was identified that most of the faults including the main Yangsan Fault showed one movement in 0.5
million year and inactive. However, the absolute age of some fault segments were 0.28 million and 0.26
million years. These fault segments were identified as active ones with maximum length of 200 m. Figure
5 shows an example of the active fault segment.
  Currently, more detailed paleo-seismological and geophysical surveys are ongoing for the Quaternary
faults in the Yangsan Fault systems [5].

2.3 Development of Ground Motion Estimation Relationships
  The attenuation equations were developed using both intensity maps of four inland earthquakes occurred
in the 20th century and the attenuation equations developed for central and eastern US [12-14]. Figure 6
shows the isoseismal maps of four earthquakes, Ssanggyesa Earthquake (1936), Hongsung Earthquake
(1978), Pohang Earthquake (1981), and Yeongwol Earthquake (1996). The magnitude of these earthquakes
magnitude ranges from 4.5 to 5.0.
  The KMA (Korea Meteorological Administration), KIGAM (Korea Institute of Geoscience & Mineral
Resources), and KEPCO (Korea Electric Power Company) are intensively operating earthquake
monitoring stations near the Yngsan Fault systems and NPP sites since 1994. Many events were recorded
at these stations.

Q values and ground response characteristics were studied using the recorded time histories of small
earthquakes [3, 15-19]. Figure 7 shows a Q value with frequency near the Yangsan Faults systems. Typical
ground response spectrum obtained from 270 records for earthquakes with magnitude 3 to 5 is shown in
Figure 8. It is noted that high frequency components, 8-25 Hz, are predominant. However, the fluctuation
in the spectrum for magnitude 5 earthquake is due to the very limited number of data.

A field test to identify the velocity structure of the crust in southeastern part of Korea is planned in April,
2001.
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2.4 Improvement of PSHA Modeling Methodology
  The EPRI's PSHA methodology was applied and the relevant computer code was improved. The
improved method can consider the incompleteness of the earthquake catalog and model a fault as a line
source.

Based on past experiences, in the expert's evaluation of the input parameters, we adopted team approach
rather than individual one. Also, we separated the seismicity team from attenuation equation team. Each
team consists of two or three experts with similar tendency in their opinion. These were to reduce the gap
among expert’s opinion, to reduce the uncertainty where an expert evaluated both seismicity and
attenuation equation in the individual approach, and to facilitate the compromise or consensus. Several
workshops were held to exchange opinions among experts.

3. Effects on the Seismic Hazard
  The effects of recent R&D results on the seismic hazard were studied for the Ulchin NPP site. The PSHA
for the Ulchin Units 3&4 was performed in the early 1990s with old method and input data. Whereas, the
PSHA for the Ulchin Units 5&6 was finished recently and incorporated recent improvements. Differences
in methodology, typical input data and the seismic hazard for both units were compared.

3.1 Seismicity
  In the PSHA for Units 3&4 [20], seven experts evaluated both seismicity and attenuation equation. The
data of each expert was treated with equal weighting factor. However, for Units 5&6, we organized four
seismicity teams and three attenuation equation teams. Each seismicity team consisted of three experts with
different specialty-seismologist, geophysicist, and structural geologist.
  The seismotectonic structures for the Units 5&6 showed very wide variety as for the Units 3&4. It should
be noted that, for the Units 5&6, one team presented the Yangsan Fault and Ulsan Fault systems as line
sources for the first time as shown in Figure 9. The best estimate Richter b value for the Units 5&6 ranged
approximately 0.6-1.1 depending on the tectonic structure. This was very similar to that for the Units 3&4.
However, it is noted that, for the Units 3&4, one expert presented the b value as low as 0.2 for the tectonic
structure which includes the Yangsan Fault systems.
  The best estimate magnitude of the maximum earthquake size ranged 6.5-7.2 for the Units 5&6. This
value was similar to that for the Units 3&4 where magnitude ranged 6.5-7.0.

3.2 Attenuation Equation
  We formed three attenuation teams, each consisted of two experts, for the Units 5&6. Every experts has
some experiences in studying the attenuation equation for the Korean Peninsula.
  The attenuation equations for the Units 5&6 can be grouped either 1) that was developed from Korean
earthquake data [12-14], or 2) that was suggested for eastern United States (Toro, Abrahamson and
Schneider, Atkinson and Boore). However, for the Units 3&4, the attenuation equations of northern China,
central and eastern United States, Japan, and Korea were used. This is a remarkable change. As an
example, Figure 10 compares each attenuation equation for the Units 5&6 for magnitude 6.

3.3 Seismic Hazard
  The seismic hazard curves for the Units 5&6 and 3&4 are shown in Figure 11 and 12, respectively. It is
noted that, for the Units 5&6, the mean hazard level decreased somewhat but the uncertainty band
increased a little. The mean annual probability of exceeding 0.2g, which is a SSE level for the Ulchin site,
decreased from about 3.03 x 10-4 to about 1.33 x 10-4.
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4. Conclusion
  Recent R&D activities and improvements related with the PSHA in Korea were introduced. Intensive
researches in seismology and earthquake engineering have been performed since the mid 1990s and a great
deal of information was compiled.
  The effect of the R&D results on the seismic hazard was studied for the Ulchin NPP site. The
improvement in the data and seismic hazard were remarkable.
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Table 1. Research Activities for PSHA in Korea

 Improvement of Earthquake Catalog for PSHA
   - Evaluate PGA levels of major historical earthquakes by testing models of a house,

pagoda, castle wall etc.
   - Evaluate intensity and magnitude for major historical earthquakes using felt area, damage

effects, and SSI effects
   - Develop earthquake catalog for historical and instrumental earthquakes and evaluate

completeness of the earthquake catalog as a function of magnitude and time up to
present

 Evaluation of Seismicity and Tectonics of the Korea Region
   - Collect geophysical and geological data to identify tectonic structures
   - Evaluate earthquake source mechanisms
   - Identify potential earthquake source zones using the combination of seismicity,

geophysical, and geological data
   - Characterize earthquake sources with respect to a maximum magnitudes and recurrence

relations

 Development of Ground Motion Estimation Relationships
    - Evaluate the seismic attenuation and the Q-structure model for the region of Korea
    - Evaluate crustal structure
    - Develop and validate methods for evaluating the effects of local near surface geology on

the seismic waves
    - Combine results of the above sub tasks to form ground motion estimation relationships

for Korea region

 Improvement of PSHA Modeling Methodology
    - Adopt and improve the EPRI procedure (1989)

Fig. 1. Test model of an ancient wooden house
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          a) overall shape                          b) model of a top part, after test

Fig. 2. Test of an ancient castle wall

Fig. 3. Test of a pagoda
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Fig. 4. An arial view of the Yangsan Fault
systems near the Kori and Wolsong NPP

Fig. 5. A view of an active fault segment Fig.
7. Q value in the southeastern part of Korea
      in the Yangsan Fault systems

Fig. 6. Isoseismal map of four earthquakes; Saanggyesa, Hongsung, Pohang, and Yeongwol
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           a) Horizontal component                    b) Vertical component

Fig. 8. Ground acceleration spectra for magnitude 3 to 5 earthquakes; mean value

Fig. 9. Example of a zonation map showing line sources
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Fig. 10. Attenuation equations suggested by expert teams for Ulchin Units 5&6, M=6.0

Fig. 11. Seismic hazard curve for the Ulchin Units 3&4
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Fig. 12. Seismic hazard curve for the Ulchin Units 5&6
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ABSTRACT

    In SHA, the calculation of the annul frequency of exceedance, involves the frequency of occurrence of
earthquakes of various magnitude, the rupture dimension and location of the earthquakes, and the attenuation of
the ground motion from the earthquake rupture to the site. Increasingly, fault slip rates are being used to constrain
earthquake recurrence relationships for site-specific PSH assessment. There is evidence that the characteristics
earthquake model (Young and Coppersmith model) is more appropriate for individual faults. In this study the Y-C
characteristics earthquake model was used on the re-assessment of PSH analysis in Taiwan. Comparison in PSH
analysis with and without the implication of fault slip rates and earthquake recurrence model was made in Taiwan
area. Discussion on the sensitivity of each modal parameter on SHA was made.
    Basically, the component seismic design base of the nuclear power plants in Taiwan is derived through
deterministic method. SHA is used in the probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) of the Lungmen project. Hence, the
result will provide important information for the PRA re-evaluation of the nuclear power plants.

INTRODUCTION

    The principal objective of a seismic hazard analysis is to estimate the likelihood of different levels of ground
shaking intensity being experienced at a site. The analysis must account for the spatial and temporal randomness of
earthquake occurrence. The methodology for performing probabilistic seismic hazard analysis, as described by
Cornell (1968), Der Kiureghian and Ang (1977), is well established in engineering practice.  In general, the
following steps are required:

(1) Seismic source zones surrounding the site are identified.
(2) The seismicity of each source zone is estimated on the basis of historical and instrumental records, geologic

data, and expert opinions.
(3) Regional attenuation equations are selected which relate strong ground motion intensity to earthquake source

size and distance.
(4) The seismic sources are assumed to be independent and earthquake occurrences are modeled as Poisson

process.
In the 1970s and early 1980s, the seismic source characterization was typically based on historical seismicity data
using seismic zones. In regions with geologic information on the faults (slip rates) the geologic information is used
to compute the activity rate. The slip-rate is converted to an earthquake activity rate by requiring the long-term
seismic moment-rate on the fault to be in equilibrium.  The objective of this paper is to develop the state-of-the-art
of seismic hazard analysis (SHA) in Taiwan with the implication of fault-slip rate and earthquake recurrence
model. The results can be implemented to PRA re-evaluation of the nuclear power plant.
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SEISMOLOGICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL DATA OF TAIWAN

    The island of Taiwan is located at a complex junction between the Eurasian and Philippine Sea Plate. North and
east of Taiwan, the Philippine Sea Plate subducts beneath the Eurasian Plate to the north, along the Ryukyu trench;
while south of the island the Eurasian Plate underthrusts the Philippine Sea Plate to the east, along Manila trench.
Taiwan can be divided into two major tectonic provinces, separated be a narrow, linear feature known as the
Longitudinal Valley. The eastern province comprising the Coastal Range and two islands of Lu Tao and Lan Hsu,
is a remnant Neogene island arc that is usually interpreted as the leading edge of the Philippine Sea Plate in this
area. The western province, which comprice the remainder of the island, is composed of the Tertiary sediments
that have undergone varying degree of metamorphism and induration and are associated with the Eurassian
continental shelf. The Longitudinal Valley therefore assumes the role of a suture between the two plates.
    The history of earthquake activity in Taiwan region dates back to the seventeenth century. At that time the
records describe only disastrous earthquakes. Ninety-five earthquakes were documented in the period of 1644-
1895. The documents only give information of the dates of then earthquakes. In 1897, seismographs were first
installed in Taiwan by the Central Weather Bureau. Prior to 1935, the record for small earthquake ( i.e. M= 5.5) is
incomplete because of the very limited number of seismographs in this island. After 1935 the importance of
seismological observations received greater emphasis. A catalog of earthquakes from 1936 to 1979 with magnitude
greater than 4.0 was compiled. However, the seismographic instruments used during that period were not enough
to record all the smaller earthquakes. Therefore, the record is believed to be complete only for earthquake with
magnitude greater than 5.0. After 1980 the record is complete with magnitude greater than 4.0.

PROBABILISTIC SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS

                                             Fig. 1: Parameters for seismic hazard analysis.
    The principal objective of seismic hazard analysis is to estimate the likelihood that specified levels of ground
shaking will be experienced at a site. To perform the seismic hazard analysis the following information is needed
(as shown in Fog.1): distribution of seismogenic zones; source type model; magnitude recurrence model; minimum
and maximum magnitude; focal depth; rupture length-magnitude relationship; and attenuation relationship.
Seismogenic zones   Based on the geological structure, subduction model and seismicity, a detailed tectonic
framework has been developed, as shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2: Distribution of seismicity for shallow zone (depth < 35km) and deep zone (depth > 35km).
            The area source zones were also identified.
Source type model  Three types of source models were used for hazard analysis in Taiwan, i.e. point source model
(for source with depth greater than 35 km), Type 1 source (well-define line source), and Type-3 source (area
source with unknown fault rupture direction).
Rupture length-magnitude relationship  To estimate the rupture length magnitude relationship isoseismal contours
were used. The proposed M (magnitude) and L (rupture length) relationship was proposed as: L = exp (1.006 M –
3.232).
Minimum and maximum magnitude   The minimum magnitude, mo , is determined as 4.5 because there is no
reliable record for magnitude less than M=4.5. As for the maximum magnitude, the energy release method was
used to calculate the maximum magnitude (MLu) of such an earthquake can be estimated. The energy-magnitude
formula used in this study is: log E = 12.66 + 1.40 ML.
Magnitude recurrence relations   The Gutenberg-Richter magnitude recurrence relation is used to determine the b-
value in each subzone. The Young-Coopersmith characteristic model will also be used to estimate the magnitude
distribution function (will be discussed later).
Focal depth   Earthquakes in Taiwan area may originate in the shallow zone (to a depth of 35km), or in the deep
subduction zone. For shallow zones the focal depth can be expected to be distributed uniformly from 5 to 35 km,
where for deepsubduction zone the focal depth can be expected to be distributed uniformly through 50 km thick
Benioff zone dipping at an angle of 45o . A type-3 source model is uesed for shallow zones, while for deep zones
the point source model is used.
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PGA (or Sa) Attenuation relationship   The PGA attenuation form is developed based on the data (from
1993).collected from hard site condition. The regression model for PGA attenuation form is:

Fig. 3: Plot of PGA attenuation relationship for hard site condition. Comparison with PGA regression
             form of Kobe earthquake and Northridge earthquake was also shown.
  Before evaluating the final seismic hazard curves at any particular site, effort was devoted to the sensitivity
analysis of the seismic hazard parameters. Hazard model based on the Poisson occurrence assumption was applied.
Both the point source model and the fault rupture model were used. Specifically, in the shallow zones where the
potential for long ruptures exists, the fault rupture was used, while for the subduction zones, the point source
model was used. The point source model was considered adequate in the case of deep zones and involved fewer
assumptions on the source geometry.
Generally, seismic sources within a region of 200 km radius around a site was considered in hazard calculation. A
square grid size of 0.25o  was used to calculate the hazard. To consider the sensitivity of maximum magnitude on
the results, the seismic hazard curve was generated with the fault rupture model using the proposed PGA
attenuation equation for values of specified MLu  and the corresponding maximum values at the  MLu + 0.3 levels
with triangular probability distribution. Fig. 4 shows the estimated typical seismic hazard curve. The dispersion of
PGA attenuation form was also considered in the estimation of hazard curves. In Fig.4 the hazard curves with the
consideration of one standard deviation and two standard deviation of PGA dispersion is also shown.

IMPLICATION OF FAULT SLIP RATES AND
EARTHQUAKE RECURRENCE MODEL TO SHA

    The link between fault slip rate and earthquake recurrence rates is made through the use of seismic moment. The
total rate of seismic moment can be related to earthquake occurrence rate as follows:
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Fig. 4: Estimated seismic hazard curves (plot of annual probability of exceedance
                            with respect to PGA value) at a site near Taipei basin.
Where Mo is the seismic moment, Mo  = µArD,  µ is the rigidity(3 x 1011 dyne/cm/cm), Ar  is the rupture area on the
fault plane undergoing slip during the earthquake, and D is the average displacement over the slip surface. The
density function of earthquake occurrence function can be expressed as (shown in Fig.5):
Where fm

YC(m) is the magnitude density function for the generalized form of the Youngs and Coppersmith
characteristic model. fm

YC(m) can be expressed as:

where

Substituting Eqs.(3) and (4) into Eq.(2) one can obtain the cumulative number of occurrences of magnitude greater
than m (normalized to number of events per unit time) :
Eq.(4) will be used as the probabilistic density function of magnitude for characteristic earthquake. Eq.(5) indicate
the relationship between the slip rate and the earthquake occurrence.
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 Fig. 5: Generalized frequency magnitude density function for the characteristics earthquake model.
            Magnitudes are exponentially distributed up to magnitude m’. The characteristic earthquake
            is uniformly distributed in the magnitude range of  (mu - ? mc) to mu .(BSSA,Vol.75,1985).

SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS OF TAIWAN

    A seismic hazard analysis integrates the contributions of all possible earthquakes and calculates the probability
that selected ground motion parameters will be exceeded within the specified exposure time. Based on the
proposed peak ground acceleration model and the characteristic model, the result of seismic hazard analysis all
over Taiwan area is estimated. Eight active faults are considered as characteristic earthquakes, as shown in Fig. 6.
The slip rate for each fault is indicated in Table 1. ?  mc

=0.3 and ? m’=1.0 are used for each active fault. The zoning scheme, upper bound magnitude, and b-value for
seismic hazard analysis are shown in the appendix. Fig. 7 shows the iso-intensity map of peak ground acceleration
as well as spectral acceleration (T = 1.0 sec) at return period of 475 year and 2500 year..
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CONCLUSIONS

    For seismic hazard analysis of Taiwan the characteristic earthquake model was used to develop the iso-intensity
map within a specified period of time. Eight active faults were identified and be included in the hazard analysis.
Fault slip rate for each active fault is being used to constrain earthquake recurrence relationships for site-specific
PSH assessment. The result will provide important information for the PRA re-evaluation of the nuclear power
plants.

Fig. 6: Eight active faults in Taiwan area are
           considered as characteristic earthquake
           in seismic hazard analysis. The slip rate for
           each fault line is also indicated in the table.
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Return Period = 475 year                                      Return Period = 2500 year
                PGA- Value                                                             PGA - Value

Return Period = 475 year Sa(T =1.0 sec)          Return Period =2500 year Sa(T = 1.0 sec)

Fig. 7: Plot of iso-intensity map of PGA and Sa (T=1.0 sec) for return period of 475 year and 2500 year,
respectively.
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APPENDIX
    Seismic zoning scheme for shallow earthquake and deep earthquake in Taiwan. The estimated b-value (from
least-square method and maximum likelihood method) and maximum magnitude in each subzone is also shown.
These parameters will be used in seismic hazard analysis.
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